ACROSS

1  Washington, D.C. is the __________ of the United States
3  color of the three stars and two stripes on the District's flag
6  British forces burned the capital during the ________ of 1812
8  this amendment to the Constitution was ratified on March 29, 1961, to allow District residents to have their votes for president count (____ - ____)
11  first name of the president that Washington, D.C. is named after
12  D.C. stands for "District of __________"
13  street that the White House is located on

DOWN

2  first name of the French-born architect, engineer and city planner who drew up the layout of D.C.
4  world's largest museum complex
5  river that Washington, D.C. is located next to
6  color of most of the government buildings in Washington
7  the building the Senate meets in
9  official home and office of the President of the United States (2 words)
10  D.C. shares borders with Maryland and ________